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Origin of our mascot

The UVARC Shack

Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club

There has been some raging controversy recently concerning the
pronunciation of UVARC. Some
say YOU-vark, others say YOU-veeark, and still others say things we
don’t dare print. Any way you say
it, accepting such a sound-alike
mascot as an aardvark is fitting,
since that word is Afrikaans for
earth ham (aard = earth and
vark = ham), give or take. We are
hams that work the earth.
Well, many thanks to MacJedi,
N1JDI, for his artistic expertise in
drawing this new mascot for us,
and to Wanda, W1NDA, for baking
the cornbread to keep him going
while he labored.
And speaking of UVARC, we’d like
to welcome all hams to check into
the Thursday New Ham Net at
7:00 pm, even if you’re an experienced ham. Seems like there are a
few who are afraid to check in
because of the New word, but
we’re happy to hear from you!

Ken, NØUQ, paying tribute

This month in the UVARC Shack
DIY this time for 6 meters, a follow-up from our November club
meeting, details about manually
programming your Yaesu FT-60R,
and listings of local nets.
After Christmas and Santa, we’re
looking forward to a great new
year full of ham activities, and

Inside this issue

invite you to be part of the excitement. Looking forward now to
our club anniversary and Field
Day and many other events.
Please send your ideas, stories,
updates, photos, questions,
gripes, and breaking news to
uvarcshack@gmail.com
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Way to Be
Spotlight on exemplary members

Santa, K7BUX
Thanks to everybody who attended our
Christmas potluck dinner this month. Seemed
like everybody had a great time, especially
when the Jolly Ol’ Elf himself showed up to
enliven the show and make us kids merry.

73, Santa
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Brass Tacks
An in-depth look at a radio-related topic

Yaesu FT-60R manual programming recap
During our November club meeting we held a Yaesu FT-60R manual programming clinic, which
many found helpful. We demonstrated step-by-step how to push the right buttons to set the
frequency and tone for a repeater, then how to store the settings in a memory location. This is
a summary of that presentation.

Why the FT-60R?
While Yaesu (pronounced YAY-sue) manufactures a number of high-quality and special-feature
handheld transceivers (HTs), the FT-60R is perhaps the most popular Japanese-made HT in production. (The R in FT-60R indicates the model made for the American bands, E for European
bands.) Its solid and high quality construction, clear and loud audio, and long-lasting reliability
make it a natural choice for many serious hams in both good and rough environments.
Another thing many find attractive about the FT-60R is the ease by which they can program
the unit. Yet, some still struggle to get that right, so we thought we could provide an easy reference for you. The front face of the FT-60R is littered with buttons, numbers, and letters,
which can be as confusing as it is helpful. Hopefully, this article will help take some of the
mystery out of programming the FT-60R.

Prelude
Be sure your radio is unlocked before you proceed. If it’s locked, press and hold 6 to unlock it.
Also, make sure the radio is in VFO mode instead of Memory mode. When you turn it on and
the display reads MEMORY, press V/M to switch over to VFO mode, where you can manually
set your frequency to have it stored in a memory channel. Finally, make sure you set the transmit power to your desired level before storing the frequency in memory.

Quick simplex, BTW
As long as the Automatic Repeater Shift (ARS) is enabled (ARS.ON by default), the Yaesu FT60R will automatically set the appropriate offset frequency (0.6 MHz for 2 meters / 5.0 MHz
for 70 cm) and direction (plus or minus), according to the regular US band plans for each repeater frequency you enter into the keypad. To modify a setting for simplex operation, change
the repeater mode (RPT) to RPT.OFF:

Force to simplex operation
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Brass Tacks
continued

The steps

Set for a 2-meter repeater with a 100.0 Hz tone, for example

Store the settings in memory channel 17, for example

Assign a name to a stored frequency

— Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (knØji@arrl.net)
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Dear Annette
What’s on your mind? Serious, humorous, technical, and thoughtful answers to your deepest, (mostly) ham-related questions.

Dear Annette:
Could you please explain to me what the big
deal is about Anderson Powerpole connectors, and why they’re any better than other
types?
Disconnected in Saratoga Springs

digit, but can have any of the ten digits, Ø
through 9. Your first call sign probably has a
2x3 format; that is, two letters, a digit, then
three letters. Technicians and Generals can
hold 2x3 and 1x3 call signs, and Extras can
additionally hold 1x2, 2x1, and 2x2 call
signs.

Dear Disconnected:

Dear Annette:

Anderson Powerpole® connectors are quickly
becoming the de facto standard for connecting DC power to equipment because of their
quick installation, ease of connection / removal, high current capability, safety (no exposed metal parts), mechanical and electrical
reliability, and the fact that they’re genderneutral (no plug, no socket.) Many of us are
hobbyists, and tend to experiment a lot, requiring us to repeatedly connect and disconnect the power to our radios that require external power supplies. Also, many of us enjoy
the ability to rapidly transition from base to
portable operation. These, along with other
reasons, make the Anderson Powerpole connector a popular choice to provide the DC
power connection for ham gear.

Where do hams go after they die?

Dear Annette:
What kind of vanity call sign am I allowed to
hold? I mean, can it start with any letter I
want? And does it have to have a “7” in it?
Meandering in Alpine
Dear Me:
Good question! Vanity or not, US-originated
call signs are issued according to a few rules,
some of which are based on your license
class, with Technician and General class licensees under the same call sign rules. They can
start with the letters K, N, and W, plus Extra
licensees can hold call signs starting with A.
A US call sign must contain one and only one
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Just wonderin’ in Cedar Hills
Dear Just:
Some say they go to hog heaven, and others
claim they simply QSY to MARS, but according to Psalms 105:23,27, it appears the first
Ham wound up in Egypt. In the end, they all
become silent keys to that Great Shack in the
Sky, or pass quietly to some obscure town in
Michigan.
Dear Annette:
I recently bought a BTech UV-2501+220,
which transmits on 1.25 meters, but I’ve
never heard a thing on any 220 MHz frequency, repeater or otherwise. Does anybody
use that band?
220 in Salem
Dear 220:
The 1.25-meter band is indeed still used, although not nearly as much as in previous
years. Just between you and me, our club has
plans to change that trend, so stay tuned…
Got a question for Dear Annette? Send your
email to uvarcshack@gmail.com and include
your town. Her name arises from the need for
some to “hold Annette” on the air. Go figure.

My Shack
Highlighting the shack (ham equipment and room) of a member, to
give others an idea of what more experienced hams have set up

CD Price, KF7MGY
My brother, who’s been licensed since
1975, has long since been trying to
entice me to get licensed, and I’ve always been interested because of him,
but never really took the time to take
the plunge. One day he even gave me
ham radio study books and a Yaesu
FT-980 HF transceiver to hook me.
Eventually I sat down, dug in, studied,
took the exam, and became KF7MGY.
Later, my good friend Jim Moore,
WG7JM, challenged me to upgrade to
General, so that I can actually make
use of that HF rig. So last February I
dug in again and earned my General
license.
Here’s a short list of my shack equipment:
Yaesu FT-980 HF transceiver
hy-gain TH-3 beam antenna
Cushcraft R-8 HF multiband vertical antenna
Icom IC-551 6-meter all-mode transceiver
Yaesu Ft-7900R dual-band transceiver
Daiwa CN-801 cross-needle SWR meter
Yaesu MD-1 microphone
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I enjoy doing HF when I can, 6 meters, and
foxhunts. I’m involved with UCARES, ERC,
RACES, and have actually received an Elmer
Award from a friend.
— 73, CD

Hot Tips
Good info for the new ham, and old stuff
to refresh your memory

How to get your HT (handheld transceiver) signal out far and wide

zon at http://a.co/2jiqaQu for $9, free
shipping.

Many of us jump into the craft with a handheld radio and a license to kill (time) but have
a difficult time getting our signals out. If people report that you have a “scratchy” signal, or
that it’s difficult to hear you, here are some
things you can do, to help yourself at home.

BTW, if you’re not already signed up for AmazonSmile, a prompt at the top of the site will
allow you to sign up free-of-charge.
Antenna location:


Summary:


Instead of relying on your stock (the one
that comes with your radio) antenna, purchase one of Carl’s Joystick antennas (the
aluminum “Pockrus J-pole”) for $20. Along
with that, you’ll need coax cable 
(recommend RG-8X with PL-259 plugs on
both ends) and a pigtail (SO-239 socket on
one end and an SMA connector on the
other).

Breakdown:


Contact Carl at we7omg@gmail.com and
place your J-pole order for $20.



Order a 12-foot length of coax, complete
with PL-259 connectors, from Amazon at
http://a.co/gHPaQ8t for $15, free shipping.



For Baofeng HTs, order a 3-foot-long pigtail with an SO-239 connector on one end
and an SMA-Female on the other, from
Amazon at http://a.co/fET6Iu2 for $9, free
shipping.



For Yaesu HTs, order a 20-inch-long pigtail with an SO-239 connector on one end 
and an SMA-Male on the other, from Ama-

Eddy-kit

Ideally, you should mount your antenna
outside, and at least 13 feet off the
ground. Your J-pole does not need grounding for performance, but J-poles are notorious for collecting residual static charge
buildup, and should be grounded for that
reason.
Outside
is
better than
inside, even
if it’s not
high off the
ground. But
if your HOA
(or
your
spouse) forbids an outdoor installation,
hang
your antenna
J-pole of Lisa, KR5LYS
inside, near a
w e s t - fa c i n g
window, if possible. And if you can’t hang
it up, feel free to stand it up on your floor,
being sure to protect the coax from the
weight of the antenna. Any vertical location for your J-pole is better than no J-pole.
Bringing the coax into your house is the
big challenge, and one I’ll leave to you.
Radio etiquette reminders



Avoid kerchunking, which is repeatedly pressing and releasing your PTT button without
announcing your call sign; it’s not only illegal, but it’s irritating to others, especially those
listening to it on a repeater.



When you realize you’ve doubled with somebody, apologize and turn the frequency over to
the other station, even if it’s plainly not your fault, or you’re sure you were speaking first.
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DIY
Worthwhile projects you can build on your own

6-meter Copper J-pole Antenna
Every Friday night at 8 pm in Utah County, and again at 9 pm in Salt Lake County, the skies are
lit up, as it were, by the radiation of 6-meter SSB transmissions. You’ve heard of these two 6meter nets, and have wanted to join the little extra fun these exclusive QSOs afford. But not
having an appropriate antenna might have been your handicap. Well, wait no longer. This simple yet powerful design for a copper J-pole can remove that disability.
For 6 meters (50 to 54 MHz) this half-wavelength vertical antenna will be rather long, about 15
to 17 feet, so you might want to build it in your garage or other large area. To accommodate
this size, we’ll make it out of copper tubing, which will be lighter than steel and stronger than
aluminum. Note: if you’re not comfortable soldering copper pipe, it’s a good idea to find
an elmer who is, or consider this a good time to experiment and learn.
Let’s start with a parts list (all copper caps and fittings are non-threaded):
√ One 10-foot 1/2˝ copper tubing
√ Two 10-foot 3/4˝ copper tubing
√ One 3/4˝ X 3/4˝ X 3/4˝ copper T fitting

copper cap

√ One 3/4˝ X 3/4˝ copper elbow fitting
√ One 3/4˝ to 1/2˝ copper reducer fitting
SO-239 bulkhead connector

√ One 3/4˝ copper cap

√ One 1/2˝ copper cap

√ One SO-239 bulkhead (flanged and solderable) connector

√ Four #6 screws (about 3/4˝), nuts, and lock washers
√ One #6 ring-type crimp-on lug

√ Two 3/16˝ ring-type crimp-on lugs

√ Eight 3/16˝ machine screws and lock nuts
√ 6˝ of solid 12 AWG wire (THHN insulation)
√ Two 3-1/2˝ X 2˝ X 1/2˝ thick Plexiglas stock

reducer fitting

If you haven’t worked with copper pipe before, 1) clean, polish, and flux all joining surfaces; 2)
use a tube cutter to keep the tubing round; and 3) de-burr all cuts. Cut one piece of 3/4˝ tubing 59˝ long, insert one end into the elbow, and place the 3/4˝ cap on the other end. Cut another piece of 3/4˝ tubing 109˝ long, insert one end into one end of the T fitting, and the
other end into the reducer fitting larger end. Cut a third piece of 3/4˝ tubing such that when
inserted into the remaining elbow end and the mid-section of the T fitting, it separates the two
parallel (59˝ and 109˝) pipes by 2˝ between them.
Cut one piece of 1/2˝ tubing 50-1/4˝ long, insert one end into the reducer fitting smaller end,
and place the 1/2˝ cap on the other end. Insert a 2- to 4-foot section of the remaining 3/4˝
tubing into the remaining (bottom) end of the T fitting. Solder the entire assembly in place.
Drill a 5/8˝ hole in the center of one of the two Plexiglas pieces. Insert the SO-239 bulkhead
connector in the hole to measure and drill its four #6 mounting holes in the Plexiglas. Drill
four 3/16˝ holes 2-3/4˝ apart lengthwise and 1-1/4˝ apart width-wise. Drill the same four
3/16˝ holes at the same distances apart in the other piece of Plexiglas.
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DIY, continued
6-meter Copper J-pole Antenna

Drill four holes in the parallel 3/4˝ tubing assembly to place
the Plexiglas without the center hole about 6˝ below the end
of the 3/4˝ cap. Drill four holes in the parallel tubing assembly to position the Plexiglas with the center hole so that the
two 3/16˝ holes are 5-5/16˝ away from the shortest piece of
3/4˝ tubing, a critical measurement.
Bolt the Plexiglas to the tubing and the SO-239 bulkhead connector to the Plexiglas. Snip the 6˝ piece of solid 12 AWG wire
in half. Solder one to the center pin of the connector on one
end, and crimp a 3/16˝ lug on the other end, and attach it to
the bottom bolt of the 109˝ copper tubing. Crimp a 3/16˝
lug on one end of the other solid 12 AWG wire, and crimp a
#6 lug on the other, then bolt this wire between the connector
flange and the bottom bolt of the 59˝ copper tubing.
Due to the wind load of this copper giant, you’ll need to hold
it in all four directions using guy wire of paracord or similar.
Also, to get the best out of your 6-meter antenna, you’ll need
to mount it high above the ground, like on your roof or other
tall structure, by mast attached to your mounting stub.
Because your J-pole is a full half-wavelength, it won’t need to
be grounded for performance, but you should ground it to
provide a path for residual static. Connect your 50-ohm
feedline by PL-259 connector, mount this proud copper
beauty, and you’re ready to go.

Well, there you have it. Build this gem, and I’ll look for your
check-in Friday nights on one of the two 6-meter SSB nets. Of
course, you’ll still need your own radio that’s capable of transmitting 6 meters, but if you have an HF rig, chances are it’s
equipped with 6-meter (50 MHz) capability.
Finished J-pole, bottom end
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Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (knØji@arrl.net)

Side of Bacon
A little ham humor

We’d like to acknowledge the following
special, little-known awards to some welldeserving fellow hams:

The following poem (author unknown) explains the alleged origin of “33” as a YL
greeting:

WAK (worked all kids). . . . . . . . . Jody, K7BUX

Clara had her ticket; she also had a rig.

WAN (worked all neighbors). . . . . . Jeff, N1SC

Because she was just startin', it wasn’t very big.

WAR (worked all restaurants). . . . .Noji, KNØJI
WAV (worked all vehicles). .Dempsey, NMØAB
WAG (worked all games). . . . . . .Nick, KC2CU
WAP (worked all patriots). . . . . .Dion, N9DCW
WAY (worked all YLs). . . . . . . Aubrey, K7GUM
WAT (worked all truckers). . . . Doug, WE7BBQ
WAW (worked all weather). . . .Caryn, KG7UUR

She slowly tuned the crystal, watched the meter drop,
Then tapped the key a couple times to be sure it wouldn’t
stop.
Now everything was ready; she called a short CQ
And received an answer on thirty-six sixty-two.
They chewed the fat ‘bout stuff and things, ‘bout
dresses, work, and dates.
They finally called it QRT; the girls sent eighty-eights.

WAB (worked all birds). . . . . . . .Larry, K7QDQ

Now Clara thought it funny, whether it be Miss or Mrs.

What meaningful award can you think of?

To end a perfect QSO by sending “Love and Kisses”.
It sounds too sentimental; just a little too much “goo”
To be sending “Love and Kisses” to another girl, like you.

You know there’s too much ham in your
home when…
you give RST signal reports on the phone
you end phone calls with 7-3
you interpret your microwave’s CW beeps

For an entire week she pondered; wouldn’t touch the rig.
She pushed her slide rule by the hour employing “logs”
and “trig”.
She added and subtracted...what could the answer be?
To reach a happy medium twixt eighty-eight and seventhree.

your baby’s first words are CQ
to you, a fishing net makes lots of sense
to you, a hair net makes no sense
your watch is set to UTC
you tap out HI on your car horn

Clara finally looked up from her work, all smiles and not
forlorn.
'twas July in Nineteen Forty that thirty-three was born.
There’s no real definition, but its meaning is known well.
It’s how a YL says good evening to another friend YL.

you spell your name phonetically at school
you visit RadioShack and the clerk asks you
where something is
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Please send your good humor material to
uvarcshack@gmail.com

For Your Insight
Information you could use

AmazonSmile — repeat
Our club now has an AmazonSmile account.
This way, when you make Amazon purchases,
Amazon will donate 0.5% of your pre-tax total
to UVARC, at no extra cost to you.

smile.amazon.com purchases will credit your
favorite club, and we’ll thank you for the couple of extra clicks.
As UVARC members, we hope you’ll remember to make all your Amazon purchases this
way.
https://smile.amazon.com/ch/81-3606416

Lynx
Websites for your education and leisure
For the New Ham Radio Operator
Ham Radio Equipment and DIY
Utah Mesh Network Map
Ham Radio Nets
Here’s how it works: instead of making Amazon purchases on amazon.com, shop at
smile.amazon.com instead. If this is your first
time shopping through AmazonSmile, they’ll
ask you to select a charity. Please select Utah
Valley Amateur Radio Club. After that, all

Questions of the Month

Ham Radio Glossary
Utah Repeaters by Jeff
Recommended Study Method (for exams)
We welcome other input for Lynx
Test your knowledge (answers next page)

G9BØ5 : How does antenna height affect the horizontal (azimuthal) radiation pattern of a horizontal dipole HF antenna?
A. If the antenna is too high, the pattern becomes unpredictable
B. Antenna height has no effect on the pattern
C. If the antenna is less than ½ wavelength high, the azimuthal pattern is almost omnidirectional
D. If the antenna is less than ½ wavelength high, radiation off the ends of the wire is
eliminated
E9AØ7 : What is meant by antenna gain?
A. The ratio of the radiated signal strength of an antenna in the direction of maximum
radiation to that of a reference antenna
B. The ratio of the signal in the forward direction to that in the opposite direction
C. The ratio of the amount of power radiated by an antenna compared to the transmitter output power
D. The final amplifier gain minus the transmission line
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Calendar
What’s happening
(times are Mountain Time)

Utah County Ham Exam Sessions

Club Meeting Calendar (6:30 pm)

BYU J. Reuben Clark Law School building

Orem Friendship Center, 93 N 400 E

Sat December 17, 2:30 to 5:00 pm

December 9 (potluck dinner)

Wed December 21, 7:00 to 8:45 pm
Wed January 18, 7:00 to 8:45 pm
Sat January 21, 2:30 to 5:00 pm

Orem Council Chambers, 56 N State St
January 5

February 2

March 3

April 6

Wed February 15, 7:30 to 8:45 pm
Sat February 18, 2:30 to 5:00 pm

Regular Nets
RACES Net, Thu Dec 15 8:00 pm, 147.12

Provo One-day Technician Courses
Third Saturday Monthly at 8:00 am

Orem Ham Radio Courses
Technician : January 17, 24, 31
General : March 14, 21, 28, April 11
Technician : May 23, 30, June 6, 13
General * : July 25, August 1, 8, 15
Technician : September 26, October 3, 10
* This could become an Extra course if enough interest is conveyed to Noji

Swap Meet

Skyline Net, Sun 8:00 pm, 147.08
Jackson Hole Net, Mon 8:00 pm, 146.76
UVARC Ladies’ Net, Tue 7:00 pm, 146.78
UARC 76’ers, Wed 7:00 pm, 146.76
UVARC Youth Net, Thu 6:30 pm, 146.78
UVARC New Ham Net, Thu 7:00 pm, 146.78
CERT Net, 2nd & 4th Thu 8:00 pm, 146.78
Utah County 6 meters, Fri 8:00 pm, 50.140
6-Pack Net, Fri 9:00 pm, 50.150
See a larger list of nets at noji.com/nets
Buy or sell your wares here



Carl’s Joystick “Pockrus” dual-band aluminum J-pole antenna ($20, we7omg@gmail.com)



Super-elastic Signal Stick dual-band flexible whip antenna ($20, signalstuff.com)



Note: there are no brick-and-mortar ham radio stores in Utah, but many of us purchase
parts to build amateur equipment from local places such as Ra-Elco, Ham Depot, and HF.
You can also pick up some good deals on new or used equipment from QRZ, KSL, and SecondhandRadio, plus fun and gag ham stuff from HamCrazy.

Answers to the Questions of the Month
G9BØ5 : C ( If the antenna is less than ½ wavelength high, the azimuthal pattern is almost omnidirectional ) [ So, a 20-meter dipole needs to be at least 33 feet high before it’s directional! ]
E9AØ7 : A ( The ratio of the radiated signal strength of an antenna in the direction of maximum radiation to that of a reference antenna )
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Utah Valley Amat eur Radio Club

Orem, Utah, USA
K7UVA
Phone/Text: 801-368-1865
Email: uvarcinfo@gmail.com
Repeaters: 146.780–, 100.0
448.200-, 100.0
Newsletter input?
Email uvarcshack@gmail.com
Need help?
Email uvarcelmer@gmail.com
Amateur Radio for Utah Valley

We’re on the web!
uvarc.club

Our fearless leadership
Presidency
President........................... Noji Ratzlaff
Vice President ............... Chad Buttars
Secretary ........................ Caryn Alarcon
Activities ........................... Jeff McGrath
Technology................ Trevor Holyoak

Board of Directors
Richard Bateman, KD7BBC
Carl Pockrus, WE7OMG
Aubrey Gum, K7GUM
Jody Dollar, K7BUX
Jeremy Giovannoni, K7TEH
Brad Kirk, AF7FP
Alma Perry, W1ZGY

Club Sponsor
JoAnna Larsen
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We are the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit group that was organized in an obscure Orem fire
station on 02-05-2016 to provide hams in Utah County and
the surrounding area a way to gather and discuss all things
ham. Our primary purposes are to help new hams in their
new-found adventures, and to give more experienced hams
an excuse to share their knowledge and wisdom in a
friendly atmosphere of fellowship. We are in no way answerable to UARC, the 76’ers, UCARES, RACES, the
SCATeam, Daughters of Utah Pioneers, the Secret Service, or
any other organization, although many of our members
might also be members of the same.
This alleged newsletter is published every so often by the
Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club. Its purpose is to convey
the tone and temperament of the club, and to inform and
entertain its members. For more information about our club
or about ham radio in general, please contact us by email.
To join, go to www.facebook.com/groups/uvarc/ and request membership.

